
 
 
COMMUNITY 
 
Mission of WCC 
We exist to support Christian families educate their children from a Christ centred, Biblical 
perspective, and to prepare young people for effective service within society. 
 
Why do we think this is an important task? 
 
Why would we devote our time and energy to this task? 
 
We believe it is vital that young people are taught God's truth and grow in the knowledge and 
wisdom of God. We believe God is our Creator; that we are discovering and learning about His 
world, His Creation, and that every subject area reveals something of the nature and character of 
God. We don't exist primarily to provide a lovely, supportive, caring environment (although this is a 
worthy aim) but rather, to help children come to a knowledge of the truth. Secular education has 
essentially sought to remove God from the learning process (God is dead or He doesn't exist). We 
believe God is the centre of our world; that we have been created by Him; that we are accountable 
to Him. God has taught us how to live and His values are absolute. We  believe that we have need of 
a Saviour, Jesus Christ, and that we cannot save ourselves. 
 
In contrast, secularists place man at the centre of the universe, taking the place of God and, because 
there is no God, they decide what is right or wrong for themselves. Their values are relative. They 
see education as their saviour, as there is no God to save them. 
 
This is the prevailing thinking of our time, and the outworking of this pernicious philosophy  is 
evident as schools and the community struggle to deal with issues of disrespect for others, bullying 
and violence, alcohol and drug abuse, sexual immorality and pornography, body image, isolation, 
disconnection, self-harm and suicide.  It is imperative that a Christian school does not succumb to 
believing that it is alright to teach from a secular perspective, and think that by adding Bible reading, 
prayer and Chapel, that it is fulfilling its mandate. Hence, there is an absolute need for all teachers to 
teach from a Biblical perspective in all areas of the curriculum. This year, we will again be seeking to 
embed teaching from a biblical perspective into our practice. 
 
Core Beliefs and Values 
During the latter part of 2012, we endeavoured to define our core beliefs and values, the things that 
are really important to us a school community. At this stage of the process, we have developed a 
document outlining 7 values, including: 
 
Faith - our belief in God as Creator, Saviour and Sustainer of all. 
 
Love - seeking others' highest good 
 
Respect - valuing ourselves and others because all people have been created in the image of God 
and matter to God 
 
Excellence - doing everything to the best of our ability for the glory of God 
 
Integrity - being true to what we believe 
 



Community - functioning together in a healthy and constructive way 
 
Wisdom - insight into the true nature of things 
 
It is my hope that these values will serve as guiding principles for us as a school community into the 
future. 
 
Reflections on the Value of  'Community' 
What does it look like to 'function together in a healthy and constructive way? 
 
1 Corinthians 12 provides some key insights. 
 
v4 - 6: There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. There are different kinds 
of service, but the same Lord. There are different kinds of working, but in all of them and in everyone 
it is the same God at work. 
 
v11 -12: All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he distributes them to each one, just 
as he determines. Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many parts form one body, 
so it is with Christ. 
 
v15 - 21: Now if the foot should say, ‘Because I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,’ it would 
not for that reason stop being part of the body. And if the ear should say, ‘Because I am not an eye, I 
do not belong to the body,’ it would not for that reason stop being part of the body. If the whole body 
were an eye, where would the sense of hearing be? If the whole body were an ear, where would the 
sense of smell be? But in fact God has placed the parts in the body, every one of them, just as he 
wanted them to be.If they were all one part, where would the body be?As it is, there are many parts, 
but one body. The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I don’t need you!’ And the head cannot say to the 
feet, ‘I don’t need you!’ 
 
v24 -27: But God has put the body together, giving greater honour to the parts that lacked it, so that 
there should be no division in the body, but that its parts should have equal concern for each other. If 
one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honoured, every part rejoices with it. Now 
you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it. 
 
What can we learn from this passage of Scripture? 
1. We have been given gifts for the common good, not for ourselves. 
2. There are different kinds of gifts and service, but all are given by the same God 
3. There is diversity of function, yet harmony. 
4. We are warned against comparing ourselves with others. 
5. There is no place for pride, or thinking that we can function independently of others. 
6. There are different functions, giftings and abilities, yet unity. 
  
What could  this look like in our school community, particularly amongst the staff? 
Our School Community could be a place where: 
* We work together for each other's good 
* Display a 'servant heart' attitude by willingly assisting and supporting others 
* Be a team player 
* Seek to encourage students, parents and colleagues 
* Cooperate with others in the school community 
* Be willing to share knowledge, expertise and resources 
* Share good practice, provide feedback and celebrate success 
* Build community by getting to know staff, students, and parents 
* Support missions and community outreach activities 
* Enjoy each other's company 



* Be inclusive, and seek to involve others in community life 
* Build healthy relationships with each other 
 
However, differences are sometimes not seen as a positive but can become an irritant, a source of 
conflict. If conflicts are not resolved Biblically, relationships will be weakened and elements of 
unhealthy community appear. It is imperative that each one of us commit to resolving conflict 
biblically, seeking to avoid either attack or escape responses. However, a commitment of this nature 
wil be tested. The Scriptures exhort us to ...be loving, humble, and united. 
  
Philippians 2:1-4 (J.B. Phillips New Testament) 
Now if your experience of Christ’s encouragement and love means anything to you, if you have 
known something of the fellowship of his Spirit, and all that it means in kindness and deep sympathy, 
do make my best hope for you come true! Live together in harmony, live together in love, as though 
you had only one mind and one spirit between you. Never act from motives of rivalry or personal 
vanity, but in humility think more of each other than you do of yourselves. None of you should think 
only of his own affairs, but should learn to see things from other people’s point of view. 
  
Every Blessing, 
 

  
Peter Sheahan (Principal) 
 


